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ACA Queries  

ACRES GLAMS: please list your questions and/or issues here. 

 
1. One farmer in co-operation Zone had 28 scorecards on Friday last but when we checked 

on Monday had been reduced to 14. Why?  
2. When will the App work correctly? Will the unfair penalties be done away with as the 

App/ system isn’t working properly?  

3. Farmers phone numbers should show up on glams, can be very slow at times.   
4. When will all clients be available to score: at present only about 60 percent of my clients 

that are in the general scheme are available.. 

5. When will it say Sent to AgriSnap for all LIG?  
6. When working on a scorecard on the GLAM System; there is no Parcel ID to show what 

parcel you are working on. There is currently neither a LPIS Number or an ACRES ID 
Number.  

7. It seems complicated. A lot of work to be done before we go to the farm i.e. printing maps 
and marking off where the fields are. We have to go through every client individually to 
see if their scorecards are sent to AgriSnap. Only a few of my clients are sent to AgriSnap 
so very difficult to plan walking farms.. 

8. Printing maps with relevant information seems a bit complicated...could this be 
simplified?  

9. Invalid herd number, when scorecards are on glam.  
10. Only some of the scorecards for ACRES are on GLAM but worse is in some cases only part 

of the scorecards for individual farms are up hence it could take 2 visits to finalise scoring 
– why?  

11. When will the remaining general and Cp clients be in AgriSnap?  
12. Unable to submit draft scorecard on GLAM.  The submit button is not live for this 

particular parcel.  Other parcel on the farm submitted correctly from Draft on GLAM.  
13. cp and non cp clients, scorecards are not going across at same time, can be up to 3 days 

before both are sent to agrisnap, can this be better co-ordinated?  

14. Can we please get a webinar on acres how complete plan a-z.  
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ACRES Agrisnap: please list your questions and/or issues here. 

 
1. Is it up and running, June 9th? When it the official launch? No advisor should touch this 

until the DAFm state it is fully working and operational.  

2. Why will app not work in areas of poor coverage?  
3. I have No applicants on AgriSnap despite various emails to AgriSnap and AcresCP. When 

will I have my clients on the App?  

4. Not working at all for me.  

5. No plans up yet  
6. issue when sending completed score card for a plot of lig that the score card did submit 

but the photo failed. Went back and started all over again by logging out and back in to 
restart a second time when I came to finish the scorecard would not submit and just kept 
hanging. Waited 10 min and no avail. Restart all over again for a third time the same 
issues at end.  

7. Had a couple of issues with scorecard failing to submit despite several attempts.  
8. We need a simple connection between Scorecard Number and LPIS Parcel Number visible 

on the AgriSnap home screen for each individual farm. 
9. We have to print map and figure out what the fields are first before going to the farm. 

Also we need to look up herd number. A lot of planning.   
10.  When can we be sure and confident to use AgriSnap. We can’t be driving 30 miles to 

discover it isn’t functioning properly.  

11. Freezing when you go to save – why?  
12. only some farmers have been put onto the agrisnap app. App not fully functional was out 

on farm and app wouldn’t work it said no requests available even though it was available 
earlier in the day.  

13.  We have no idea which scorecard is for which parcel until we click into map, This is bad if 
you have any more than 4 or 5 scorecards.  This is a disaster if you have from 20- 67 
scorecards for each CP farm which we have. Also, it pings you into the wrong scorecard on 
occasion if you are not at least 50m away from the nearest scorecard boundary. Also 
regardless of when sent, 2 days later some of the scorecards are ‘ pending’, so you’re in 
constant doubt as to what has been successfully completed and not completed (through 
no fault of your own).  

14.  The app is not working offline. The app is very heavy on battery usage in the field. The 
search functionality is not working properly. Can’t switch between clients if offline in the 
field. Have had issues with not being able to take photograph within the parcel even when 
the app recognises you are in the parcel.  

15.  In search, ACRES Scheme, Herd number resulting in “Invalid Herd Number” or “No 
Requests Currently available” in a large number of cases. Extremely worryingly is where 
the ACRES CP plot are listed but the General LIG parcel/s are not.  

16. APP won’t allow a photo to be taken when offline, very long lag time when you arrive in a 
parcel to being allowed to take a photo.  

17. When is it going to available fully?.  
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ACRES CP: please list any technical questions/issues here. 

 
1. Silage ground in CP farms is going to score poorly. 
2. Have score cards for co-operation clients but some have general scorecards that have not 

been uploaded to agri-snap yet – this is awful.  

3. It’s just not working- simple as that! It needs to be split over 2 years.  

4. All score cards not up on the system  

5. No plans yet posted  

6. When will we see individual farm plans?  
7. are we going to get a full 3 months to score: some planners will need this and more time if 

the app is not working correctly. 

8. When will we see individual farm plans?  
9. A CP participant with say 20 scorecards on the App. When I go to score the first field, I 

have a lottery of 20 choices to get the field I am standing in. Is there some simple way to 
connect Scorecard ID’s with LPIS Numbers?   

10. An ACRES applicant in CP – all his lands are CP so all land parcels are listed for score 
carding – but realistically most of his better lands (in this dairy situation) will not score for 
payment. Only his commonage area and maybe 2 LP’s of marginal land will achieve a 
payable score.  Do all LP’S in the CP Zone have to be scored or can we ignore LP’s farmed 
intensively and full of Rye grass etc etc and exclude them from ACRES by just not scoring 
them?   

11. Not allowing to take photo, stating return to parcel, or press black button on top, but no 
button on top? 

12. I of CP land not yet mapped for scorecards and those that are particularly in Acres Breifne 
are much too small i.e. we estimate the average amount of scorecards per farm in Leitrim 
CP is 1 card per 2Ha. I have one farmer with 67  cards on 78 Ha. His wife has 25 cards on 
28 Ha and their son has 22 on 26 Ha. That 114 scorecards, I’ll be there for a week and still 
have only 131 Ha scored.  

13. In Acres, will area based payments be based on BISS ref area or BISS eligible area?  
14. I am been asked to score parcels with a Mea of 0, parcel is not being claimed on, why 

does this have to be scored?  

15. Need another Webinar on what is needed to be done.  
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ACRES General: please list any technical questions/issues here. 

 

 
1. If peat soil in general application do we not have to use peat grassland scorecard?   
2. No lig parcels uploaded.  
3. when scoring a field with a house site taken out when assessing do we consider the 

boundary of the site as the poorest 30 meters if it is a timber rail fence or block wall? 
Please explain. 

4. Can parcel numbers be put in ascending order on GLAM? 
5. By the time the App is fully functional all the farmers will have their silage cut which is a 

bit disappointing as I was hoping to get to them before they would cut but because the 
App isn’t ready, I can’t get out to them. 

6. issues with clients scorecards not up on the system.   
7. Have LIG farmers wanting to score their land prior to cutting silage and they are not 

available on agrisnap. when I input their herd number it states no requests currently 
available. Why?  

8. Riparian Buffer Zone Arable. This area does not have to be sown with an old grass seed 
mix until 31st August 2023. Can this area be grazed before establishment to break down 
the trash. Can this area receive pre sowing spraying to enable good establishment of the 
new sward. Does this area have to be fenced off before the establishment of the new 
sward. There is nothing in the Spec document to suggest otherwise but there are different 
opinions going around about these issues. For areas with the actions of Geese and Swans/ 
Management of Intensive grassland, these actions do not kick in until later in the year. I 
am assuming then that these areas do not have to be fenced off until animals have to be 
excluded from them?  

9. What is the position with active turbary rights on privately only lands. I appreciate a 
reduction in score if the landowner is cutting turf but surely not for someone who has a 
right to cut on privately owned lands. I would have thought a similar arrangement would 
have been in place as per the commonage.  
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Other issues: please list any additional queries/suggestions here. 

 
1. When will we be able to access our ACRES Plans on agfood without amending a BISS 

application?  
2. Why can we not use the rough grazing scorecards for general grassland. We have this 

option in co-operation areas.  
3. I asked for the App to be tried and tested and available by 16 May 2023 - it’s now almost 

mid-June and nothing except the threat of penalties! It’s not acceptable for advisors to be 
treated like this. We battle with Biss ‘issues’ - there are still Biss issues up to the last day 
of amendments/ entitlements. We do our best but to have to battle with the online 
system and have the threat of penalties is not acceptable.  

4. No consistency to the scoring, too many variables involved, makes no sense that a score 
could change drastically overnight e.g. silage/topping, it’s like a lottery for the farmers. 

5. Can't start yet – no information up for me. 
6. getting the app to work efficiently in areas of poor coverage is a disaster and eats up 

valuable time trying to make connection. can we paper score some of these areas if the 
app will not work correctly? Otherwise we are losing valuable time.  we as advisers have 
to take the risk in these areas if things go wrong with potential fines for our clients when 
the system that we are dealing with is inadequate.  

7. Could the scores for each individual question be included in the app so we can verify as 
we go that the final score is correct? 

8. I wanted to call to a few neighbours the same day to score their fields but most of my 
clients are not sent to AgriSnap yet so I can’t plan my days like this. It is very stressful!  

9. When schemes are rushed mistakes are made - the farmer doesn't get the advice he 
deserves and needs.  

10. general functionally very poor, slowing up the who process. 
11. The app needs to have some reference to farmer name or herd and not an obscure field 

reference number. These need to be in some sort of order as well. The app is very poor in 
practical terms for use in the field in Terms of accessing the correct farms and scorecard. 
The scorecards themselves are fine. 

12. Due to the delayed Approval letters, delayed maps and no specifications being sent to 
Acres participants, I think it is only fair that the Dept. should implement a light touch 
approach to any inspections until at least the participant has received the Acres training.  

13. why is the unique identifier on the parcels for scoring?  
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ACRES Responses to ACA Queries 29th June 2023 

GLAM 

• Currently there is no backlog of ACRES scorecards to issue. 
  

• The issue related to duplicate scorecard requests being issued to several farmers is resolved.   
 

• Several ACRES CP Farm plans have yet to issue. These are submitted by the ACRES CP Teams 
and the scorecards are sent to AgriSnap on a 30-minute rolling cycle.  

 

• There is over 90 % of ACRES CP scorecards currently available.  A pdf of the CP Farm Plan will 
be available to advisors, this is currently under development. This will show all delineated CP 
parcels, the delineation of the fields, unique field ID and the default scorecard that has been 
assigned to each field.  

 

• The ACRES Approval Summary that was issued to farmers recently is available to view on BISS 
screens.  This includes displays of the areas selected for both LIG and LIPG General Actions. 

 

• You are advised to log into the GLAM app to check the status of the scorecards and print the 
maps before visiting the site.  When you log into GLAM, on the client homepage you will find 
the farmer’s phone number for your convenience and all parcels are listed along with a button 
to view the scorecard. Once you select this button it will open the scorecard.   
 

• The status you select on AgriSnap influences what appears on GLAM.  The data on GLAM can 
be edited if it is in a ‘draft’ status on AgriSnap.  If it is in a ‘submitted’ status on AgriSnap it can 
no longer be edited and is ‘read only’ on GLAM.  
 

• The AgriSnap app and its performance is monitored daily, and issues are resolved in real time.   
 

• You can seek further clarification and refresh your knowledge and training by visiting the 
DAFM ACRES site and the DAFM YouTube channel. 

 
AgriSnap 

• AgriSnap app is live and scorecards have been issuing and have been submitted since the 9th 
June. 
 

• Circulars have been issued to all advisors regarding updates and solutions as they arise. 
 

• Any issues with applications not appearing on the AgriSnap app must be emailed to 
acres@agriculture.gov.ie  or acrescp@agriculture.gov.ie 
 

• It is important to evaluate the quality of the phone in use as this will impact on the functioning 
of the app. 
 

• As highlighted during the ACRES Scorecard Webinar there will be a further function to print a 
pdf allowing you to identify the herd number, map, and fields.  This will be available in July. 
 

• The unique field identifier can be viewed on GLAM for each CP field that can be scored, the 
unique field ID is also visible on the app for each scorecard request for CP fields. 

mailto:acres@agriculture.gov.ie
mailto:acrescp@agriculture.gov.ie
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• To view individual CP Farm Plans and logistics of managing many scorecards on one holding 
you will need to contact the relevant CP team. 
 

• There is a function built-in to AgriSnap to identify the LPIS number associated with the 
scorecard ID. 
 

• Area-based payments are calculated on the BISS eligible area and not the BISS reference area. 
 

• Parcels on the BPS 2022 record will generate a parcel score request.  This will appear on the 
2023 parcel score request even if there is a change in the MEA to 0.  This is because it is 
generated on BPS 2022 land details. 

 
Technical Issues 

• Where peat soil is found in an ACRES General Stream application, the ACRES Low Input Peat 
Grassland (LIPG) scorecard must be used to score Low Input Grassland (LIG) in ACRES General. 
 

• Claim requests for the Late Meadow Bonus payment will issue to AgriSnap on July 1st.  An SMS 
text message will be sent to all farmers with LIG / LIPG. Photo must be submitted by the 
advisor. 
 

• If there is active turbary existing on privately owned lands it will impact scores achieved. 
 
Other Issues 

• The ACRES Specifications, Terms and Conditions and all other supporting documentation is 
available on the ACRES web page.   
 

• Once the ACRES Training System (AETS) goes live, a listing of the first tranche of approved 
ACRES Trainers will be published to the Department’s website. As more ACRES Trainers are 
trained, the list will be updated.  ACRES participants need to contact an approved ACRES 
Trainer to ascertain when courses are being held and to arrange attendance. 
 

• All ACRES Advisors were emailed on 28th June, regarding the update for AgriSnap (Version 
3.0.1) to resolve issued identified in feedback from users.  Go to your Google Play Store 
(Android) or Apple App Store (iPhone) to update your version of AgriSnap. 
 

• All ACRES Advisors were emailed 22nd June, Circular 10 of 2023 - Agent Application Form to 
register as a sub-contractor with another agency for ACRES work. Registration form DAFM 
ACRES SUBCON available on ACRES webpage. 
 

 
 

 


